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ABSTRACT

People find interest in the way Navajo culture is visually seen but do not understand the social, cultural, and symbolic meanings a piece of art holds within that native culture. I want to explore how the Navajo culture and beliefs played into the creation of these important and beautiful woven blankets. The blankets were not just about the physical act of creating, they held specific meanings within that tribe. The symbols and designs are artistic elements that contribute to the meaning of each blanket. Two-dimensional design & symbols help portray the cultural and social significance of Navajo blanket weaving. The physical act of blanket weaving is intertwined with Navajo culture and beliefs.

SPIDER WOMAN

In a traditional legend, the Navajo tell how the craft of weaving was given to them by Spider Woman, one of the Holy People. Spider Woman instructed Navajo women how to weave on a loom. It is said that Spider Woman’s home is on top of the Spider Rock, in Arizona’s Canyon de Chelly.

INTRODUCTION

The Navajo tribe has a long tradition of weaving. Historically, the Navajo used plants as the fibers for their weaving. When sheep were brought over by the Spanish, the Navajo began using wool instead of plants. It is said the Navajo learnedloom weaving from the Pueblo’s. However, the Navajo relay the story of the Spider Woman coming down and showing them how to weave. Weaving has become a tradition synonymous with the Navajo people. Their intricate blankets are a prized reflection of their history and present day culture. Weaving continues to be a source of livelihood for the Navajo people and a way for ancestors to pass down their traditions.

THESIS

The importance of blanket weaving in Navajo culture is visually seen in the intricacy of their two-dimensional design. However, Navajo blanket weaving is not only about the act of creating. The blankets play a significant social and cultural role within the Navajo tribe. Their importance is reflected in the symbols and patterns woven into the blankets.
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CHRISLE WEAVING (Wickiups, Crystal, & Pine Springs Patterns). Weaving is Commercialized and a Major Source of Income.
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